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Second Edition. Since the publication of the concordances of the
inscriptions of the Indus seals many people have been working
on the solution of the riddle presented by the 5000 years old
script of the Indus valley. At first sight the task does not appear
too difficult, as there are pictograms that can easily be
recognized as man, bird, fish, dog or plant or a part of them. A
lot of signs are geometric, but this does seem to be an
insurmountable obstacle either, since some of them resemble or
are identical to the majuscules of the Greek and the Latin
alphabet or found in the mudras of Indian dance and in the
patterns of symbolic Indian art. The decipherments that were
based on these similarities resulted, however, only in the reading
of some inscriptions as more or less obscure names, sometimes
not even a phonetic value could be given. Nevertheless they are
often presented as complete decipherments to the public. On
this account, the pretension that the Indus script is deciphered
meets with increasing suspicion and is exposed to ridicule even.
Many...
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Very useful for all group of people. It is amongst the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been written
in an extremely straightforward way and it is just right a er i finished reading through this pdf by which basically
modified me, change the way i think.
-- Felicia  Nikola us-- Felicia  Nikola us

These sorts of ebook is the ideal book o ered. It can be writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i advised this publication to understand.
-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD-- Mr . Aleja ndr in Mur phy PhD
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